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WHAT IS TELEHEALTH?
The word "telehealth" can have many different
deﬁnitions and meanings often referred to as
"telemedicine". They are quite different and
this White Paper will give you a deeper
understanding of those differences. The future
of digital healthcare is virtual care. Patients'
decisions in selecting a provider have changed,
they are demanding more convenience with
healthcare beyond the traditional four walls.
Patient facing telehealth is not video
conferencing. To implement a successful
telehealth program, you cannot put your
physicians in a role to be technical support.
This white paper aims to help with the
understanding of what is telehealth from both
the physician and patient experience. The use
cases, tips, and best practices will provide you
the thought leadership and tools for actionable
insights leading to a 30-day or less
implementation.

-Carrie Chitsey
CEO, One Touch Telehealth
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TELEHEALTH IS NO LONGER A "NICE TO HAVE"
Consumer demands for shopping,
customer experience, and instant
gratiﬁcation have changed. Time has
become the most important asset in
people's lives, weighting higher than
price. The increase and "mainstream" of
telehealth can no longer be ignored. If
you've learned anything from Amazon
and big-box retailers that owned the
market three years ago and are
bankrupt and closed today, it's you
cannot ignore the trends of consumer
behavior. You cannot ignore the
additional fact that Baby Boomers are
aging, Generation X's are the primary
caregivers and Millennials are the
largest growing patient population.
Within a couple of years, Millennials will
be the majority of your patients. No
longer can the primary means of
acquiring new patients be "insurance
carrier networks".

Regardless of generation, if a patient is
given a choice to ﬁght traﬃc and load
the kids in the car vs. staying home for a
video telehealth appointment 8 times
out of 10 they will choose telehealth.
As a healthcare professional you need
to think of telehealth as just another
communication channel that your
patients prefer. Instead of saying, "We
only see patients in our oﬃce",
physicians can have certain
appointments done via video telehealth.
You need to also consider patient
preference vs. doctor preference. If you
want to acquire new patients and
RETAIN the ones you have, you cannot
afford to disregard telehealth for your
patients. Regardless of insurance,
Medicare, Medicaid or demographics,
there is a population of patients
demanding it. Do you want to be Toys-RUs, Blockbuster or _________?
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TELEHEALTH DEMAND DRIVERS

1

PATIENT CONVENIENCE

2

Average wait me for a new
pa ent appointment in 15
large metro markets

< $100/mo.

24.1 DAYS

per provider

SOLUTIONS NOW AFFORDABLE
DOWN TO SOLO PROVIDERS

USAGE AND DEMANDS HAVE
INCREASED 1900% IN 5 YEARS
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PATIENTS NOT
SATISFIED WITH
STATUS QUO

TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS
& AFFORDABILITY

4

INCREASED BILLABLE
CODES

BETTER PATIENT OUTCOMES
PAYERS ON-BOARD, 2019 WAS A PIVOTAL YEAR
GOV'T/INSURANCE ENCOURAGING USE

PODCAST
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PROVIDER SHORTAGE

65 Million people live in
a "Primary Care Desert"

Best Healthcare
Podcasts of 2019
The Executive Innovation Show

CLICK TO LISTEN

WAIT LISTS, SHORTAGE AND
DOCTOR SHORTFALL

1/3 of States have

Acute Care Needs
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DRIVERS OF PATIENT-CENTERED CARE
Here are many factors contributing to the change in patient-centered care. The increase in
retail clinics and direct to consumer telehealth have proven the statistics that patients are
demanding more convenient and instant access to healthcare providers.

Value Based Care

Patient Expectations

New Care Delivery Models

Digital Transformation

Providers and networks are driving
payment on the value of care vs.
fee for service. This is changing
the proactive care model.
Incentives to keep patients out of
the hospital is driving an increase
in adherence services.

Patients are consumers and the
"instant grati cation" world has
changed the expectations for
more immediate healthcare.

Patients have more access to
different types of physical
facilities and virtual care options.

The growing role of telehealth
and telepharmacy. In addition,
more technology wearables and
devices available for home health.
This is driving down the costs.

Trends IN healthcare Retail Clinics

10%
90%
1/3
20%
2800
Number of Retail clinics
currently operating in the
U.S.

of visits were for simple acute
conditions

of visits were for preventative
care

Number of Retail Clinic
patients who also had a PCP

Decrease in Emergency
Department
Volume/Revenue
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TELEHEALTH PRIORITY QUIZ: ARE YOU READY?
take the quiz and get your score

START
HERE

My Client Base pays with:

N

Is pa ent
experience or
convenience
a priority?

Is increasing
revenue &
opera onal
eﬃciency
important?

Do you
currently
take a er
hours calls?

Y

N

Private
Insurance or
Self-Pay

25%+
Medicaid

Y

N

N

Is your noshow appt.
rate
concerning?

IT
SHOULD
BE

Y

HIGH
PRIORITY
+ HIGH ROI

N

LOW
PRIORITY +
LOW ROI

60%+
Medicare

N

Do you have
pa ents
driving more
than 15
miles?

TAKE FULL QUIZ

Y

I care about
pa ent reten on
& compe tors

N

Y

GET READY
FOR SUMMER
BILLABLE
CODES
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PATIENT RELATIONSHIP & RETENTION
WHICH GENERATIONS DO NOT HAVE A PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIAN?
Baby Boomers

16%

Gen X

24%
33%

Millennials

45%
RETAIL CLINICS

699%

GROWTH FROM
2006 TO 2017

PODCAST

Telemedicine in Surgery:
Eﬃciencies for
Pre and Post Surgery

CLICK TO LISTEN

Gen Z
The patient relationship has really changed over the
last few years. Patients have more choices in
providers and the demand for convenience due to
services like Amazon, grocery and food delivery, has
increased instant gratiﬁcation across many verticals.
With the growth of video telehealth by direct to
consumer models patients are now comfortable with
virtual visits. In addition, retail clinics have popped up
on every corner for low acuity needs with high usage
coming from busy professionals, moms, and
Millennial demographics. Both hospital ER
departments and primary care physicians have seen
a decrease in patient visits due to both consumer
telehealth and clinics.
If given a choice to see a provider they know through
telehealth or a random provider, the choice is easy. If
you do not offer telehealth, you will never have the
chance.

50M

US CONSUMERS WOULD
SWITCH TO A PROVIDER
THAT OFFERED TELEHEALTH
6

65%

PATIENT
EXPERIENCE

of consumers are interested in
seeing their Primary Care
Physician via telehealth.

the new differentiator

Most Important Factors
in consumer health decision-making
60
50

51.3
46.4

44.2
39.8

40

34.6
30
Convenience,
Easy-Access

Insurance Coverage

Doctor/Nurse Conduct

Brand Reputation

Quality of Care

"I think [telehealth] is so useful and so innova ve and not everybody recognizes its...
usefulness... I'm excited to try to keep that word of mouth going and engaging them
and get the word out. - Dr. Brian Bluth

PODCAST

Percentage of pa ents that were able to
resolve their healthcare needs via:

Video Telehealth
Visit
85%

In-person Visit
64%

Primary Care, Direct Care,
Proac ve Care or
Just Good Pa ent Care?

CLICK TO LISTEN
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INCREASED PATIENT PREFERENCE FOR
DIGITAL + VIDEO
Given a choice between medical providers,
would these capabili es increase your
likelihood to choose one provider over
another?

2016
2019

57

RECEIVE DIGITAL
REMINDERS

70
58

BOOK/CHANGE/CANCEL
APPOINTMENTS ONLINE

68
39

REMOTE MONITORING TO
RECORD YOUR OWN
HEALTH DATA

53
36

COMMUNICATE WITH
PROVIDER THROUGH VIDEO
TELEHEALTH

49

Would you choose a provider over another based
on being able to communicate via video?
GEN Z

25

MILLENNIALS

29

GEN X

25
12

BABY BOOMERS

12

SILENT
8

WHAT ARE THE
BENEFITS OF
TELEHEALTH FOR MY
ORGANIZATION?
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TELEHEALTH IS
NOT VIDEO
CONFERENCING

In 2019, 1 in 4 people used live video chat to speak to
a doctor for low acuity healthcare. While the physician
and consumer adoption continue to increase, this
means the need to use the proper telehealth
technology to scale becomes a necessity. Using video
conferencing for one-off encounters for a solo
provider might work, but across a medical practice
and/or hospital there are more things to consider.
With consumers (your patients) every second counts
when it comes to user experience. Consumer
abandonment rates go up 50% for every 10 seconds
added to a website or mobile app experience. Here
are things to consider when considering browserbased telehealth to telehealth via video conferencing
tools.

TELEHEALTH

VIDEO CONFERENCING

The patient does not have to
download anything, connects from
provider's website

The patient needs to download a
third-party mobile app or desktop
plug-in to connect

Connect on average 2-clicks,
< 15 seconds

Connects on average
> 3-4 minutes

Users can connect on
mobile devices via a
browser

vs.

Users must connect on mobile
via a mobile app download

Minimum assistance
required from the physician
to help the patient connect

A larger number of late
appointments for connection issues,
physician-assisted tech support

One to many (routing for
after hours, clinics)

One to one, no routing

Administrative dashboards
and analytics

Need to build additional
reporting features
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UNDERSTANDING THE BENEFITS OF TELEHEALTH
When understanding the beneﬁts of telehealth you have to look at it from both the physician
experience and the patient experience perspectives. Physicians are looking for better work/life
balance while ways to provide better patient outcomes without expensive real estate.
Furthermore, it's no longer the patient you have to consider, it's their caregivers who are
making healthcare decisions for their loved ones.

Pa ent Experience

Convenience

Accessibility

Proac ve Care

Pa ents want the ease

Increase pa ent/caregiver

Provide be er access for

Connect more

of connec on without

sa sfac on with

pa ents in rural

frequently with doctors

downloading third-

availability a er-hours,

demographics to specialty

for high-risk and chronic

party apps.

weekends, and for certain

doctors, reducing 2-3 hour

care condi on pa ents.

appointment types.

drives for access.

Ease to Connect

Physician Experience

Increase Revenue
Increase billable
revenue average
$150K/provider/year
without real estate.

Eﬃciencies
Reduce the windshield
me of driving between
facili es, oﬃces, and
clinics. Connect provider to
provider.

Adop on

Work/Life Balance

No change in char ng,

Create greater

keep the EHR process

work/life balance

the same for greatest

and reduce physician

provider adop on.

burnout.
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I AM A
HOSPITAL
MORE THAN

50%

of Hospitals in the U.S. are
using some form of
telemedicine (NOT
TELEHEALTH)

Hospitals have ample opportunity to incorporate
telehealth into their workﬂows both for increased
billable revenue and reducing readmissions plus
operating costs. In order to stay relevant in
competing with retail clinics and virtual care,
administrators need to look beyond the traditional
hospital four walls for areas to expand services
without additional brick and mortar locations.
No longer is video telehealth only affordable to
large hospitals and health systems. Telehealth SaaS
solutions now make it affordable for rural and
community health centers to have an immediate
impact on their local community.

WHERE TO START
Turn ER into virtual clinics to not
lose marketshare to retail clinics

Pre and Post Surgery Consults

Reduce readmissions with
proactive care

Acute care follow up

Provider to Provider
Speciality provider shortage
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I AM A
MEDICIAL
PRACTICE

15%

Regardless of the type of medicine, your practice specializes
in, there are many facets of telehealth that can drive both
revenue and operational eﬃciencies. It's not a matter of "if
you should provide telehealth" it's a matter of "where to
provide telehealth." While telehealth can provide better
patient retention, lower no-show rates, and better outcomes,
let's not forget the physician experience. Physicians are
looking for better work/life balance and telehealth allows
providers to see more patients (3-5x) without the windshield
time.

only

of prac ce groups have
telehealth
WHERE TO START

The competition is ﬁerce and no longer deﬁned by who's
down the street. The best way for medical practices to get
started is to pick 2-3 appointment types that would beneﬁt
the most from a telehealth appointment to get
started. Then the opportunities are endless to scale with
digital marketing to acquire new patients.

Start billing for after hours and
weekends vs. taking phone calls

Pre and Post Surgery Consults

Expand your geographic reach

Move non-physical exam
appointment types to telehealth

Proactive chronic care management
13

PROVIDER TO
HOME HEALTH
SERVICES

150K
average revenue increase per
provider/year for adding
telehealth

The research showed that over 50 population
accounts for 115 million people in the US and will rise
to 132 million by 2030. With seniors wanting to age at
home, providers are now having to service patients at
home as well as in the facility. This increasing
demand for virtual care has changed the way
providers need to reach both patients and caregivers.
In order to still maintain those instant patient needs
while having that face-to-face human interaction,
telehealth provides a bridge to physical
appointments. While it's not a replacement, it can
augment for instant needs for change in condition
calls plus proactive care in chronic care management.
Overall, providing better patient outcomes while
decreasing physician burnout allows for a win-win for
both sides.

WHERE TO START
Start billing for after hours and
weekends vs. taking phone calls

PODCAST

Operational eﬃciencies, see
more patients

Reduce physician windshield time to
facilities and into the home

Nurse to provider consults

Reduce admissions to ED

Will Hospice Need to Innovate
with the Silver Tsunami?

CLICK TO LISTEN
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BENEFITS OF TELEHEALTH FOR HOME HEALTH
With the rise in the senior popula on, more providers are extending services into the home. This trend will
con nue to skyrocket and telehealth helps from all angles with the pa ent, caregiver, nurse, and provider.

Pa ent or Caregiver Experience

2-Click Simplicity

Convenience

Sa sfac on

Proac ve Care

Pa ent/caregiver can

Connect with providers or

Increase caregiver and

Manage popula on health,

connect from your own

nurses not on-site for

pa ent sa sfac on with

non-compliant or chronic

website with 2-click

virtual and proac ve care.

instant video remote care.

care pa ents to reduce

browser simplicity.

admissions.

Nurse or Provider Experience

Increase Eﬃciencies

Windshield +
Mileage

Accessiblity

Work/Life Balance

Reduce opera onal

Reduce windshield me of

Provide be er access

Create greater

eﬃciencies by up to

providers/nurses, Triage

to rural demographics

work/life balance

25%, while be er

remotely and priori ze in-

and popula on health.

and reduce

priori zing

person visits.

resources.

nurse/provider
burnout.
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BENEFITS OF TELEHEALTH IN HOSPICE
With the rise in the senior popula on, pallia ve care services are going to be taxied. Hospice agencies have to start
thinking about how to service larger geographical areas, priori ze resources and create be er work/life balance for a
mobile nurse workforce.

Pa ent or Caregiver Experience

2-Click Simplicity

Convenience

Sa sfac on

Proac ve Care

Connect bedside with

Connect with pallia ve

Increase caregiver and

Ease caregiver anxiety with

the pa ent/caregiver

care provider or nurse not

third-party facility

virtual video care while

with 2-click browser

on-site for change of

sa sfac on with instant

wai ng or determining

simplicity.

condi on and virtual care.

video remote care.

course of ac on.

Nurse or Provider Experience

Increase Eﬃciencies

Windshield +
Mileage

Social Worker

Work/Life Balance

Reduce opera onal

Reduce windshield me of

Throughout the end of

Create greater

eﬃciencies by up to

nurses driving between

life journey, being

work/life balance

25%, while be er

facili es and homes.

away is diﬃcult. More

and reduce nurse

priori zing nurses

Connect nurse to pallia ve

virtual human

burnout.

dispatched.

care provider.

interac ons bedside.
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BENEFITS OF TELEHEALTH IN FACILITIES
With the rise in the senior popula on, there is a shortage of beds in senior facili es. Providers servicing facili es need to
think about the new virtual care model to provide be er service and pa ent outcomes.

Nurse or Caregiver Experience

2-Click Simplicity

Convenience

Site to Site

Proac ve Care

Connect bedside with

Connect with providers

Increase reach and

Reduce readmissions with

the pa ent with 2-click

not on-site, a er-hours,

opera onal eﬃciencies

post-care follow up. Use

browser simplicity.

weekends, and for change

across loca ons. Op mize

for social determinant and

of condi on.

staﬃng.

popula on health
demographics.

Physician Experience

Increase Revenue

Eﬃciencies

Adop on

Work/Life Balance

Increase billable

Reduce windshield me of

No change in char ng,

Create greater

revenue, move

driving between facili es,

keep the EHR process

work/life balance

phone calls to

oﬃces, and clinics.

the same for greatest

and reduce physician

billable video

Connect provider to

provider adop on.

burnout.

telehealth.

provider for speciality.
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TOP IMPLEMENTATION AREAS
Don't know where to start? Priori ze these specialty areas based on demand, cost savings,
use cases, and reimbursement.

FACILITY
Any provider that is providing services to
facilities. Provide a higher level of care
while reducing efficiencies.

MENTAL HEALTH
Provide access to rural areas,
schools and seniors at-home.
Reduce highest no-show rate in
industry.

CLINIC/AFTER-HOURS
Extend hours beyond four walls to billable
events. Combat lost revenue to retail clinics,
ER and consumer telehealth.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE
Provide family counseling, a
continuum of care, posttreatment facility, and video
peer-to-peer support.

CHRONIC CARE
Proactive chronic care management and

PEDIATRICS
After hours and follow up
appointments for mothers during
pregnancy and with infants.

HOME HEALTH

WOMENS HEALTH
Provide convenience and access
as women usually make
appointments for spouses/kids
before themselves. Digital coaches
OBGYN, lactation, diet etc.

follow ups to prevent ER admissions.

Reduce social determinants, population
health and provider/nurse windshield time.

PRE + POST SURGICAL FOLLOW UP
Pre-surgical consults, instructions and post
surgery follow up that do not require
physical exams.
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OPERATIONAL
EFFICIENCIES

Most healthcare professionals think of telehealth on
billable revenue. While there is an increase in
telehealth reimbursement, there is also an equal
amount of operational eﬃciencies that can really
beneﬁt both the patients and the providers. Providing
your patients with a new communication preference
for certain appointment types can free up your
waiting room for more high-value appointment
types. Healthcare organizations can see telehealth
eﬃciencies on average of 20% if implemented
correctly throughout the workﬂow.

HEALTHCARE ECOSYSTEM
Provider

Post Surgery
Follow Ups

NEW PATIENT
CONSULTS

MEDICAL
PRACTICES

Home
Health

A er Care

PHARMACY

Reduce
Windshield
Time

Specialty
Medicine

Consult
Delivery

Medica on
Ques ons

A er-Hours
+ Follow Up

URGENT
CARE

REGIONAL
FACILITIES

CLINICS
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The growth in patient consumption of virtual care services
is increasing at a staggering number per year. Generations
across the board (although Millennials will have a majority
of spending in 2020) are making decisions based on
technology and convenience. Adding telehealth with your
current patient population (can see an average of
$150K/year/provider). However, telehealth allows unique
referral and marketing opportunities without capital
investments.

INCREASING
REVENUE

Examples of those areas are:
- Facilities (skilled nursing, acute/rehab, long-term care)
- Self-insured employers
- Home health

FACILITIES

HEALTH
COACHES

Chronic
Care

Millennials/
Gen Z

Busy
Professionals

SELF INSURED
EMPLOYERS

PROVIDER TO
PROVIDER
CONSULTS

Moms +
Kids

NEW PATIENT
ACQUISITION

AFTER-HOURS
CARE
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TELEHEALTH SAAS: How to Implement in <30 Days
Telehealth no longer has to be a long implementa on meframe with expensive hardware
and so ware. How can telehealth be implemented into your organizaion in less than 30
days? Here's how:
ADD INTO YOUR ORGANIZATION IN DAYS

20

2

mins

30

mins

mins

Select your brand

Receive snippet of

Train Providers,

Start promoting and/or

colors, messaging,

code to add to your

Nursing Staff and

communicating to

surveys

own website

Administrators

patients

PROVIDER

PATIENT

BROWSER

WEB CAM

READY

No Downloads

Internal or
External

Connect
Anywhere

Chrome, Firefox, Safari
Provider Portal: Laptop,
desktop, or tablet.
Pa ent Portal: mobile,
laptop, desktop, tablet

Built-in or grab a $20
usb or bluetooth
camera

Home, oﬃce, vaca on,
nursing home/LTC,
hospital, or facili es.
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8 THINGS TO CONSIDER WHEN
IMPLEMENTING TELEHEALTH

1

START WITH TODAY'S POTENTIAL

If there is no question that you will have to implement some form of video
telehealth, don't try to tackle everything day one. Start with current patients
and appointment types that provide convenience to the patient experience
and free up the waiting room. Don't get overwhelmed with every
appointment type and billable code.

2

PUT ON YOUR PATIENT HAT

Everyone is a patient, think about the patient experience with your healthcare
group, not only from your eyes but from your kids. Ask others, ask current
patients how they are using virtual health services outside of your relationship
already today. You don't have to be a "progressive" doctor to ﬁgure out a 2+ hour
time for 10 minutes with a doctor is not ideal conveniences for any patient.

3

OBJECTIVES & PRIORITY MATRIX

Put together a diagram of the different practice areas in your healthcare group.
Then the types of appointments in which patients interact with your providers.
Circle the following appointment types, <5 mins. spent with a patient, nurse or
PA handles, follow up/verbal consult, new patient/caregiver consults,
appointments that do not require a physical exam or labs.

4

EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR VENDOR SELECTION

It's easy to get caught up in massive vendor evaluation and figuring out huge CAPEX
dollars for the big players. Make a shortlist based on prioritization in #3 of what features
you "must-have" or is "nice to have". Consider four critical requirements:
1. Who owns the patient relationship, experience, and billing?
2. Is it scalable post Phase 1?
3. How easy is the platform to use for physicians? Is the training time minimized to scale
adoption?
4. How many patients do you need to see for a positive ROI monthly or annually?

22

8 THINGS TO CONSIDER WHEN
IMPLEMENTING TELEHEALTH

5

TECHNOLOGY & TRAINING

Once you have selected a technology, it's time to get your pilot group of
doctors/nurses trained on the technology. In addition, make sure they are
trained on the process (before and after) the video telehealth of what you
need to document for billing and notes. Create a "one-pager" for your website
and/or to hand out to patients on what to expect for a video appointment, the
types of appointments available and communicate this offering proactively
through your scheduling.

6

GOALS & TRACKING

Establish goals for the initial rollout and communicate them not only to
management but to all the parties involved in video telehealth. Understand
the "baseline" before video telehealth on appointment times, # of
appointments, costs, and revenue reimbursement. Setup tracking to
compare the revenue and operational savings. This will help you to report on
successes and identify the next roll-out opportunity areas from #3.

7

COMMUNICATE & PROMOTE

Communicate to patients about your new alternative and give them a
choice for appointment types. Promote after-hours appointments to
existing patients to capture retail clinic and consumer telemedicine
mobile application revenue that your current patients are already using.
Engage your marketing team or an external one to help attract new
patients, employers, and schools when you are ready.

8

LEARN, IMPROVE & SCALE

The operations, training, and technology will be a continual improvement
over time and each department that rolls out will have something to teach
others. Stay connected, document improvements and communicate to
others. Some areas will be better than others, some will be surprises,
learn, improve and scale.

23

EMERGING TRENDS IN
TELEMENTAL &
TELEBEHAVIORAL

CLICK HERE AND SEE IF YOU QUALIFY FOR A GRANT
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MENTAL HEALTH
More Americans are suffering from
mental health than ever before. The
stigmas and barriers for treatment in
mental health need to be solved. The
traditional treatment models of
mental health have to be enhanced
with the new digital era we live in.
Patient demands for more
convenience are driving the need for
virtual healthcare. In addition, youth
depression and anxiety continues to
rise with our "highlight reel" of social
media. It's time for mental health
professionals to think beyond the
four walls treatment approach in
reaching the changing demands for
patient convenience.

MENTAL HEALTH NEEDS AND SHORTAGE

1 in 5

adults have a mental health condition

56%

=40M Americans

60%
80%

of adults with
mental illness
do not receive
treatment

of all coun es in the US and
of rural coun es do not
have a single psychiatrist.

25

HOW TO IMPACT READMISSION RATES

40%

$6B/Year

of annual hospitaliza ons
for mental disorders in US
are readmissions

in hospital costs for trea ng
suicide a empts

50%

are readmissions

Culture

Awareness/
Education

Parents/Friends
or Family

Time

Unavailability/
Access

Fear & Shame

Work or Job
DIscrimination

BARRIERS TO
TREATMENT

Financial,
Insurance &
Transportation

Prac cal Problems

+42%

Risk of suicide is

100x

greater for the 1st
week of discharge

There are many factors that
contribute to readmission and suicide
rates in mental health, some beyond
our control. Mental health
appointments have the highest noshow rates, most shortage areas and
longest wait times for new patients.
So how can mental health
professionals help to make a
difference in their community? By
offering video telemental
appointments, you can reach more
patients while breaking the barriers
to access to support underserved
areas. Consequently, by offering
video telemental, it will decrease your
no-show rates, helping to decrease
readmission rates.

Increase in mental
health issues in the ER
from 2014-2017
26

THE RISE OF YOUTH MENTAL HEALTH

50%
of lifetime cases of
Mental Illness began
before age 14

75%
of lifetime cases of
Mental Illness
began before age 24

PODCAST

The social media "highlight reel", stigma in
talking to parents and accessibility
continues to cause treatment barriers for
our youth. Through awareness, education
and providing digital access to peer to peer
support this allows immediate impact in
our local communities.

OVER

1.7m
YOUTH WITH
MAJOR
DEPRESSION DID
NOT RECEIVE
TREATMENT

SUICIDE IS
THE

2ND

Best Prac ces in Scaling a
Behavioral Health
Organiza on

CLICK TO LISTEN

ENOUGH TO
FILL

leading cause of
death in youth ages
10-24

17 COLLEGE
STADIUMS

LGBTQ YOUTH

2-3X MORE
LIKELY
TO COMMIT SUICIDE THAN
STRAIGHT YOUTH
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TODAY

MENTAL HEALTH LIFE CYCLE

Today's mental health treatment model is broken. Let's look at the traditional
four walls approach, obstacles, and opportunities to improve.
SEEKING/TREATING

NEED HELP

EDU

COMMUNITY
Schools/Universi es
Employee Assistance
Programs
Regional Clinics/Dr's
Online
Limited Rural Access

EMERGENCY

PROVIDER

CRISIS

PROGRAM

Hospitals/ER
Doctor Referrals
Psychiatry
Clinics
Addic on
Centers

Online Search
Call oﬃce
Web form
Referrals
Weekly In-Person
Appointments

CONTINUUM

PEERS

ON-GOING
Local support
groups
Therapy Appt's
Online chat/text
groups
Social media

OBSTACLES TO TREATMENT

Access,

Not Instant +

Convenience

Increased No Show

Knowledge, +

Wait Times

+ Availability

+ Readmission

Culture

35%

Rates

Mental health has the highest
no-show appt. rate

resul ng in

$150B/Year

cost for healthcare providers
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FUTURE

TELEMENTAL LIFE CYCLE

PRE

CRISIS

TREATMENT

ON-GOING

COMMUNITY
Establishing rela onships with community organiza ons, insurance,
and providers to instantly video connect referrals in me of need.
Mobile and digital connec ons vs. paper, web, or phone.
Refer to a video crisis hotline
Video chat peer to peer crisis helps support groups.

HOTLINES

Video crisis hotlines to build instant emo onal connec ons.
Video er 1 and er 2 admission process through video queue
technology, reducing no-show rates.
Escala on to hospital/ telepsychiatry resources

26%

of consumers with
mul ple and/or complex
issues that aﬀect their
daily life seek out virtual
care op ons for mental
health op ons

30%

more than consumers
without major health
issues

PROGRAM

Video telemental access to rural areas.
Video peer to peer counseling.
Combina on of in-person appointments with video telemental.
Pa ent preference on communica on methods and convenience.
Video volunteer networks to support youth.

VALUE OF CARE

On-going video counseling scheduled and on-demand.
Pa ent demanded convenience and communica on preference.
Access to video peer to peer apps/program.
Access to video crisis line to reduce readmission.
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SUBSTANCE ABUSE
In the virtual and digital world in
which we live, there is only a
small segment of the population
that can afford or who have hit
rock bottom hard enough for
inpatient treatment. With today's
availability and resources,
treatment needs to integrate core
principles with digital technology.
Reaching outside of the "four
walls" approach allows for larger
adoption, reach and impact on
relapse rates.

Nearly 50% of mental
health patients have
a substance abuse
disorder

197

PEOPLE DIE EVERY DAY FROM
OPIOID OVERDOSES IN THE U.S.

2.6-5M
U.S. HAVE AN
OPIOID
DISORDER

PODCAST

80%

CLICK TO LISTEN

SEEK
TREATMENT

Heroin OD’s increased

533%

Oklahoma’s Big Wins Against
Pharma in the Opioid Crisis
-A orney General of
Oklahoma

10%

between
2002 to 2016

started with
prescription opioids

OPIOID ADDICTION COST
THE U.S.

$504B

IN 2015 ALONE
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TODAY

SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT
LIFE CYCLE
Today's treatment model is broken. Let's look at the traditional four walls
approach, obstacles, and opportunities to improve.

PRE

COMMUNITY
Establishing
rela onships with
community
organiza ons,
insurance and
providers to refer
clients to treatment.
Write down a number,
leave a message, ﬁll out
an online form, call a
call center or be given a
business card for help.

ADMISSION

TREATMENT

POST

HOTLINES

PROGRAM

REAL LIFE

Local numbers, 800#
hotlines routed
through call centers
and/or facili es.
The ﬁrst line of
defense, schedules
another phone
appointment in
hours/24 hours a er
ini al phone screen
with an admissions
counselor.
Declining call to
"show" rates.

In-pa ent treatment
op ons for 30,60,90
days.
On-going and
scheduled
counseling
throughout
treatment.
Group sessions,
family sessions, and
sponsor support
while in treatment.

The real world kicks in
and while treatment is
front of mind, addicts
have work, family and
are facing challenges.
Even with the best of
inten ons, appts are
missed, counseling
may not start and
relapse can occur.

OBSTACLES TO TREATMENT

Stigma, Resources

Accessibility +

Convenience +

Limited after-care

and Education

"Four Walls

Availability

programs drives

Treatment
Approach"

relapse rates
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FUTURE

SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT
LIFE CYCLE (TELEBEHAVIORAL)
PRE

COMMUNITY
Establishing
relationships with
community
organizations,
insurance and
providers to instantly
video connect referrals
in time of need.
Send to video crisis
hotline or video
admissions from
referee bridging the
gap.
Video chat peer to
peer crisis help groups.

ADMISSION

TREATMENT

POST

HOTLINES

PROGRAM

REAL LIFE

Video crisis hotlines
to build instant
emotional
connections.
Video tier 1 and tier
2 admission process
through video queue
technology, reducing
no-show rates.
Escalation to
hospital/OD
resources via video
routing.

Relapse rates for opioid
addiction

90%

64%

Opioid relapse rates
within 1 week

Video counseling
proactive
engagement with
family through out
process.
Video peer to peer
and sponsor
counseling
introductions.
Video counseling
and telepsych
support across
locations, reducing
windshield time.
Video telebehavioral
to rural
communities.

On-going video
counseling with
resources from the
inpatient program.
Video telemental
scheduled
appointments.
Access to video
sponsor and/or
group of video
sponsors to reduce
relapse.
Access to video crisis
line to reduce
readmission.

of individuals in recovery

2/3

relapse within weeks to months

BREAK THE

CYCLE
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DIGITAL INNOVATIONS & TELEHEALTH BENEFITS FOR
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

Virtual Engagement

Video Admissions

Peer & Sponsor
Support

Crisis Support

Increase value
of care +
continuum of
care

Decrease relapse +
readmission rates

Video
Counseling

Family Counseling

Create
emotional
connections

Increase
positive
community
support &
outreach
channels

Reduce noshow rates
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The ONLY 100%
BROWSER-BASED
TELEHEALTH PLATFORM

2-CLICK SIMPLICITY
NO APP DOWNLOADS
implement < 5 Mins.
WHY ONE TOUCH TELEHEALTH?
To have the best patient and physician experience,
video conferencing doesn't work. We allow providers
to practice medicine vs. being technical support.
We've made our video telehealth SaaS platform
affordable for even small medical practices, that can
achieve an ROI in their rst telehealth appointment.
What are some of the top features the community is
talking about?

Why implement telehealth?
Telehealth growth has increased by 1400% over the
last four years. The reimburse has now aligned with
the average increase in revenue of $150K/per
provider/year. Most importantly, it leads to more
proactive care and better patient outcomes.

No Third-Party Apps

White Labeled Experience

Patients and providers do not have to download

Add to your website, fully-branded patient

anything to connect. Increase adoption.

experience in less than 5 minutes.

No Hardware/Software

Mobile to Mobile

No EHR Integration

Scale beyond four walls into

Providers can access the platform

Limited to no IT resources

the home without

from any mobile device.

required.

equipment.

www.onetouchtelehealth.com
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we empower healthcare organizations to
have their own branded telehealth
platform in minutes

ON-DEMAND

ROI

QUEUE

ANALYTCS
simple

routing

Intuitive uX

Telehealth Platform Features

Any Device

Take Images

Text Link

Instant Surveys

Kiosks

Desktop, tablet or

4k video quality

Send a text for one-

Instant patient

Connect location

mobile. Browser +

with the ability to

click connection

and provider

to location, RPM

webcam = ready

take images real-

plus text

surveys post

with a branded

time

noti cations

video call

tablet

listen to the top healthcare podcast
Subscribe on your favorite podcast player

512-717-9820
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www.onetouchtelehealth.com
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PODCAST
Listen to the latest episodes from top
healthcare innovators here

CLICK HERE AND SEE IF YOU
QUALIFY FOR A GRANT

carrie@onetouchtelehealth.com

www.onetouchtelehealth.com

512-717-9820

www.helpinghumans.care

